1 ST IDENTIFY THE TYPE OF LOGO THAT YOU HAVE, IF YOU HAVE A MASKEO OR
TYPE B LOGO, DO NOT REMOVE MASKING MATERIAL UNTIL INSTALLATION
IS COMPLETED,

IDENTIFY YOUR TYPE OF LOGO
Solld: With a solid background that keeps everything as a whole one
piece logo.

YOUR
LOGO

Masked: A logo composed by several graphics or letters that are not
attached one to the other by any solid background. It uses a third
layer on top that keeps everything in place.
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YOUR
MASKED
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5. lnstallatlon "Type B"
MASKED (B): Complete all steps of the SOLID
BACKING LOGO above... then:
Roll the top of the logo all over to touch all parts of
the surface. Next, remove the top layer of
MASKING material by starting at one of the top
corners and pulling straight backward at an
approx. 170-degree angle. Do not pull straight up
or a forward slant, it will l ift off the logo or
graphics. This will resu lt in propos ition pos ition or
location loss.

YOU
MASK
LOGO
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NOTE: You will not be able to reposition a MASKED
LOGO as you would a SOLID BACKING LOGO. You
should take more caution when installing your
MASKED LOGO.

&. Roll & Heat Logo
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Using a commercial heat gun apply moderate heat to
the surface of the logo.
Do not allow the tip of the heat gun to be any closer
than 4 inches from the surface of logo or graphics.
The heat gun must be pointed at a 45 degree angle
and It should be continuously moving back and forth
to avoid overheating the logo or graphics. (similar to
spray painting)
While heating the surface, quickly roll the heated area
with the rubber roller to ensure the best bonding is
achieved, pay specific attention to edges and
corners. In most cases, your logo or graphics will
show the texture of the surface once they are heated.
It will look as if the logo or graphic Is almost part of
the application surface. This is the best indicator that
you have properly heated and rolled the logo or
graphics in place.

Your logos are protected with a strong anit-slip
laminate to increase their life. They may on
occasion become soiled, if it needs cleaning,
then a damp cloth or even a little very mild dish
detergent can be used to clean the surface.
Harsh or powerful cleaning chemicals,
commercial power floor brushes and
scrubbers, or pressure wash/spray guns should
never be used on the logo(s) or around them.
The logo(s) should never be saturated or allow
water to "stand" on or around the logo
application area as this can compromise the
adhesion and also the laminate component of
the logo.
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